Songs of U.O. on Record
Performed by the O.U. Band and Glee Club


University of Oklahoma Association

Price-$4.75 plus a 25c mailing charge. Use the order blank or provide the same information on a sheet of paper and send your order to the University of Oklahoma Association, Norman, Oklahoma.

SONGS ON RECORD
University of Oklahoma

Norman, Oklahoma

Please send Songs of O.U. record albums
O. K. Oklahoma
Let There Be Music
40 Oklahoma Hail
Funiculi, Funicula
O. Oklahoma Anthem
Swing Low, Chariot
O. U. Chant
The Star
Oklahoma!
'Zekiel Saw Da Wheel

Address---
A bathroom is a handy place to hang clothes, but not as handy as a modern Automatic GAS Clothes Dryer. When the sun doesn't shine, put your clothes in a GAS Clothes Dryer and get the job done quickly and efficiently. Even on pretty days, your GAS Clothes Dryer is handier than the clothes line. You'll have no heavy basket of clothes to carry, and never a worry about dust or wind. For whiter, sweeter smelling clothes, dry the Modern Way ... with an economical GAS Clothes Dryer.

*Ask your dealer for a demonstration*

---

**Only GAS dries clothes so fast... costs so little to run!**

**OKLAHOMA NATURAL Gas Company**